Who would have thought, berries growing out of lava rocks
It’s amazing because it represents life growing out of nowhere
  But do we really know where life starts
  Life doesn’t always start in a paradise
  Life is more like a pair of dice
You never know how it’s all going to turn out
  If things don’t go our way
  All we can do is scream and shout
Because there’s always something to say
  What’s so great about life?
Is it that one day someone could be or have a wife?
  But it’s not always easy to find love
Love seems to be more like the stars from up above
  Everything just seems to be so far apart
We can’t see the finish line from the start
We think we’re so far from touching the sky
Yet we all live knowing that we’ll eventually die
But do we know what happens with life after death?
  Think on your own and tell the rest
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